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Planning and implementing a new office or
the refurbishment of an existing space
involves wide ranging decisions that will
certainly have long term implications for the
comfort and efficiency of your organisation.
At J.S. Office Environments, we not only manage this process from
beginning to end, we take the time to get to know each of our
clients, to understand their day-to-day operations and ensure that
the solutions that we provide are entirely right for them.
Our service encompasses every aspect of projects from planning,
consultation, design and build to partitioning, air conditioning,
wiring, communications, furniture, carpeting and decoration. We use
our broad experience and established teams of reliable professionals
to ensure that every stage of the process runs smoothly to time and
budget. We fully understand the potential and implications for
disruption - our role, and the success upon which our solid
reputation is based, is to keep this to a minimum throughout.
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Established in 1968, we have over 35 years experience of providing
interiors solutions for office environments. Our client base includes
private and public companies, blue chip organisations, local
authority and government departments, school and colleges. As an
independent company, we can offer an unparalleled portfolio of
products and our well established relationships with manufacturers
across the UK, Europe and further afield ensure that we maintain
the highest possible standards, offering on-going innovation and
exceptional value.
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Consultation
It is only by fully understanding your
office requirements that we can
design and implement the right
solution for you. We not only talk to
you about your existing
arrangements and immediate
requirements, we also take the time
to understand your longer term
intentions so that the structure we
create can have the necessary
flexibility for growth in the future.
Our initial approach is for one of our
consultants to visit you, to discuss
your objectives and then prepare a
fully-costed proposal on our
solutions and how they would work
for you. All of this is done without
cost to you or obligation - it is simply
the level of service we offer to new
and existing clients alike.

Once a project gets underway, the
consultation and communication
continues. Each of our projects is
assigned to an experienced project
manager to maintain control over
every aspect of the planning and
on-going works - this single point of
contact provides for the most
efficient communication and ensures
that all of our clients are constantly
up to date with relevant progress.

T: 020 8313 9977 mail@jsonline.co.uk
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“

JS Office Environments has provided me with many solutions to Interior
Design problems. I will continue to use them for future projects

Planning and Design
State of the art in house CAD designs
systems and space management
software help our teams create the
most space efficient and cost
effective layouts.
We can provide two-dimensional and
three-dimensional visuals to help you
understand how the space will look
and work once it is completed.
Presentations are often arranged onsite allowing everyone the opportunity
to discuss and develop the layouts as
quickly and effectively as possible.
Everything is taken into account cable management for efficient, tidy
wiring and electrical safety and
practical considerations to ensure that
each individual has the space
necessary for their day to day working.
Lighting and air-conditioning are also
planned, especially important for open
plan environments. Personal comfort is
high on the agenda - we want to be
sure that your teams are comfortable
in their surroundings, not just on a
practical level but in terms of personal
space. Such considerations are a key
element of ensuring a contented
workforce in the future.
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“

Virginia Masters - Interior Designer

Current regulations are also taken
care of - health and safety,
environmental control, waste
management and fire safety - all
important considerations at the initial
planning stage.

Hire
You may need temporary furniture
whilst refurbishing?
- Cost effective
- Tax deductible
- Immediate availability
- High quality, comprehensive range

To ensure your project runs smoothly
from start to finish, we offer the
following services.

£
Finance
Leasing can often prove to be a very
cost effective method of financing an
office refurbishment and offers the
following benefits:
- overcome budget limitations
- improves cash flow
- payments are 100% tax allowable
- include all elements of a re-fit in
one monthly cost
- preserve borrowing power

Office Seating
Re-furbishment
If you have existing seating that may
be looking a bit tired why noy refurbish?
- Tax deductible
- Wide range of materials available
- Turnover to suit client
- All work guaranteed
- Wood and metal frame repair
- Replacement parts
- Save up to 75% against buying new

Move management
We believe that meticulous planning
and structured organisation is needed
to provide an easy transition into your
next workplace. We undertake detailed
studies to assess means of access, safe
guarding of assets, identification and
labelling, floor plans and layouts,
computer networking, IT and
telecommunications.
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T: 020 8313 9977 mail@jsonline.co.uk
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Interior Fit Out

Natural Look Lighting

Storage Wall Innovations

Once the planning and design stages
have been completed and agreed, the
process of implementation can begin.
Full strategies are created to ensure
that every aspect of the project works
in perfect synergy - project
management is our strength and every
effort is made to ensure the minimum
of disruption to day-to-day operations.

The well being of corporate
employees is such an important
consideration . Research has shown
that the careful selection of lighting
plays a vital role in maximising
employee performance and
minimising stress and tiredness. We
supply a wide range of lighting
options from standard florescent to
specialist systems designed to
reproduce the advantages of natural
daylight. We can also fit automatic
movement sensors to turn off lights
when rooms are not being used and
hence conserve energy.

Storagewall divides space, provides
high volume storage and is totally
flexible. Its relocatability and
optimisation of floor space endorses
efficiency, cost-effectiveness and
impressive storage capacity. With
today’s high rental costs, most
organisations are seeking to optimise
the use of floor space. Storagewall
provides an excellent solution to this
dilemma by saving up to 30% of
space required. To enhance this
saving further, tambour fronts are an
excellent choice as they eradicate the
open door footprint.
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Air Conditioned
Environments
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T: 020 8313 9977 mail@jsonline.co.uk

Using the technology of modern air
conditioning systems to heat as well
as cool, we can provide a completely
controllable environment for
buildings of all types and sizes,
maintaining an even temperature
throughout the year. We design,
specify, install, service and maintain
air conditioning and ventilation
systems to the highest specification,
using the latest technology available.
Our all-inclusive ‘turnkey’ package
takes care of all the details of a
project from start to finish and
includes a free, no obligation, design
and specification service tailored to
suit specific needs and budgets
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Partitioning
In order to meet the varied
requirements of your office
refurbishment, we supply a wide
range of quality Partition systems.
Each system provides differing
features to satisfy your specific
requirements. All of our partition
systems conform to the relevant
British Standards. We offer a wide
choice of systems to meet fire, sound
reduction, demountability and cost
effectiveness considerations. Our
standard partitioning offers a range
of coloured finishes and solid or fully
glazed elevations with integral blinds.
There are optional timber framed
finishes and a wide variety of door
veneers and ironmongery.
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We can also supply systems that
provides the ultimate in sound
reduction and fire resistance, with
sound reduction levels of up to 52
decibels and 2 hour fire
performance.For more important areas
of your building, we can offer systems
that have all the high performance
levels of the standard system along
with the pleasing aesthetic appearance
of natural woods. A range of ash, oak
or beech veneers are readily available
or alternatively any other veneer to
order. The most common application
would be executive and boardroom
areas or customer facing environments
where first impressions are vital.
Glass wall systems are becoming
more popular as people move
towards the idea of maintaining
visual contact with staff and the
feeling of an open plan environment.
Using the minimum of framework we
can achieve high levels of
soundproofing as well as fire
resistance. Other benefits are the
speed of on site installation with
minimum disruption and mess.

Ceilings
We provide a wide range of
suspended ceiling systems, so
whether mineral fibre or metal tiles,
the choice of designs and patterns
available is extensive. The main
purpose of suspended ceiling systems
are to provide fire resistance, reduce
heat loss, sound absorption and
disguising electrical and mechanical
infrastructure. As well as satisfying all
or any of these requirements they
also enhance the aesthetic
appearance of your working
environment. Many of the ceilings
provide total accessibility, which
allows for ease of maintenance for
high-level services.
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Flooring

Blinds

Data cabling

The choice of flooring should involve
consideration of appearance but also
ease of maintenance. Entrances and
receptions should have an area of
barrier carpeting to ensure dirt does
not travel into the general building
areas. We provide a wide range of
soft and hard floor finishes, from
broadloom and carpet tiles, through
to vinyl and ceramic flooring. We also
install computer raised floor systems
and mezzanine floors. We can supply
from a vast range and provide
samples to suit your style and budget.

Our vertical blind range combines
quality with style. Vertical fabrics
present a variety of textile solutions
including Washable, Solar Protective,
Energy Saving collections or
alternative Wood and Aluminium
vertical options. Plus vertical blinds
are such a versatile option allowing
several louvre sizes in a tilt able
light-distributing system Venetian
blinds offer a practical option,
allowing the filtering or elimination
of light through their adjustable
light-distribution system, and
because we offer a variety of slat
sizes your blind will be perfectly
proportioned for smooth operation
and a stylish streamlined look.

With wide-ranging experience in
setting up offices of all types, we look
at the needs of your company today
and the requirements you may have
in the future. We look towards your
future development and expansion
helping your company prepare for the
years ahead.
This will allow your company to make
changes to the office environment
and have the capability for adding
new desks with minimum disruption.
With Giga speed or Cat5e cabling
installed in your office you will be
able to install telephones, faxes,
modems, computers and printers
anywhere in your office area.

T: 020 8313 9977 mail@jsonline.co.uk
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Your customers view
Every organisation needs to be
aware of the first impression that is
created when someone visits their
premises. This may be a new
employee, a potential investor, a
supplier or a customer - whoever it
is, first impressions count.
Reception areas are usually the first
view and we work closely with our
clients to ensure that these areas
create the right environment for
your brand image. Whether this
involves bespoke joinery or off-theshelf solutions, we have the
resources and experience to create
the right look for you.
10
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We brought JS Office Environments on board as soon as we had found our
new offices and their practical advice and pro-active approach was invaluable.
We are delighted with the final result

“

Royal Pharmaceutical Society

...for those who care about their environment
Furniture
Furnishing your new office completes the final piece of
the environment jigsaw. With a broad range of suppliers,
we can offer all styles from contemporary to classic and
can specify ranges that lend distinct personality and
practicality to any workplace. Infinite possibilities of
intricate shapes, colours, designs and features are
available to create the totally co-ordinated interior.
As with all our services, careful planning is key to making
the right choices both for comfort and practicality. On
the following pages you will see examples of just some of
the ranges at our disposal but we would be pleased to
discuss your requirements and show you the full extent
of our portfolio.


Quality

All products are guaranteed and certification is available
for Health and Safety purposes.

Acknowledgements – The partitions shown are manufactured by Komfort Workspace plc, Interiors locations are supplied courtesy of Wescto
Build Ltd & ICM Computer Group plc. We wish to thank all other manufacturers for the use of the photography shown in this brochure.
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T: 020 8313 9977 mail@jsonline.co.uk

We are accredited with ISO9001 and as such, place great
emphasis on our own internal quality control procedures.
Our ethos is to use suppliers that also maintain these
same high standards. Suppliers are regularly appraised on
their performance ensuring that the process runs
smoothly from procurement to delivery.
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Team
Team is all about function and comfort...combining design and affordability,
a performance orientated ergonomic chair for task and meeting applications

Flex
Flex offers support and comfort through a unique “flexweave”. A
classic shape and timeless design making it the right choice for the
most diverse environments.

connection

Function
Contemporary office seating with the main focus being
on the ergonomic design to prevent fatigue and promote
comfort. A stylish design with lasting durability.

Eco Start

TM

start making the difference
The eco-start chair is an eco-conscious product that has
been designed, in conjunction with a nationally
renowned environmental consultant, from the outset to
have a light environmental footprint with sustainability
as a core value. This is based on its materials,
manufacture, transport and eventual disposal.

Start saving money as well as the environment
As well as providing the user with an ergonomic seating
solution to promote productivity and comfort. The
lifecycle assessment illustrates the chairs ability to last
longer in operation, reducing the cost of ownership.
• 52% is manufactured from recycled materials
• UK’s first carbon neutral office chair
• Sustainable designs
• Ergonomically designed
• 98% recyclable
• Lifetime warranty available

12

For further information on Connection products call 020 8313 9977
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Vee
Elegant, sculptural design gives this chair a contemporary attitude

Orbis
High functionality combined with perfect seating comfort.
Orbis is available as an armchair and four sofa lengths. A
range that works equally well in areas where space is at a
premium or larger environments.
Design: Wolfgang C.R. Mezger

Ortega
Creating a strong modern presence with classic simplicity,
the Ortega fits harmoniously into its surroundings.
Design: David Fox

Wing

Inter

Courier

Classic styling with the
emphasis on comfort. Sleek
lines softened by an
ergonomically advanced
shape, A comprehensive
meeting / boardroom
solution.

Seat pads available in
polyurethane black and
ivory or upholstered.
Polycarbonate back
available in black,
ivory or clear.

Simplified sophistication gives you design at ‘non design’
prices – use Courier around meeting tables, reception or
breakout zones
Design: Roger Webb Associates

Design: Sergio Belin
Design: Frocher

Fusion
Available in multiple
length sofas with
functional corner
units. Simplicity of
form is the key to
the flexible
workspace.
Re-configure or
plan boundaries
between meeting
and breakout zones.

Qube:
This chair’s sculptural form
makes a unique statement
bringing art and design to
the office environment.

Design: Luca
Scacchetti

Design: Hilary Birkbeck

mail@jsonline.co.uk
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boss
Prima
Prima is a
contemporary classic.
Secure, dependable and
comfortable.

Boater
Now establishing itself
as a contemporary
classic, Boater offers a
dynamic sophistication
suited to wide range of
corporate reception
and lounge areas.

Delphi
Delphi has established
itself as a ‘status’ chair
with unsurpassed levels
of comfort and
ergonomic support.
The ultimate
boardroom chair.
Stylish, ergonomic,
cosmopolitan.

Milli

Key
The Key product
range utilises Boss’s
expertise in upholstery
and engineering to
ensure longevity in the
working environment
and reduce overall cost
of ownership.

Lofa
Lofa offers a
stunning twist on what
can be achieved with
ergonomic design and
striking geometric forms.

Kruze

Pro

Rota

Displaying a presence
and panache that
belies its versatility, the
relaxed, smooth
flowing forms of Kruze
reflect this chair’s
ability to complement
a wide range of
environments.

Pro is sure to make an
impression in any
office environment. The
chair’s gently arching
form is detailed with a
cast aluminium
connection to the
beautifully tailored
upholstery.

The Rota table
comprises a distinctive
aluminium base with a
toughened glass top.

Milli is classically
proportioned
upholstered seating
with no compromise
on comfort.

Tom, Dick and Harry
Not just any old chair,
this brand new design
features the different
back styles from the
same footprint

14

For further information on Boss & Komac products call 020 8313 9977
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M-Nine
Height and width adjustable arms with soft urethane pads
Integral sliding seat with removable seat pad
Optional adjustable headrest
Side tension synchronised mechanism
Adjustable waterfall front seat pad

Echo

Maxa
Polished aluminium legs
Deep cushions for added comfort
Solid hardwood frame

Raft
Nylon coated silver skid base
Hardwood mainframe
Optional backs
Optional corner unit

High or medium back
Concealed back height adjustment
Front tension synchronised mechanism
Integral sliding seat
Optional fixed arms or adjustable, silver or black
Soft urethane arm pads
Black nylon, polished aluminium or silver base with 65mm castors
Optional chrome cantilever visitor chair

Dream
Dream has been designed
with a convenient trolley to
transport the stacked chairs.
The trolley is approved for
transporting a maximum of
15 stacked chairs.

Rosa
Synchronised mechanism
Upholstered arm pads
Concealed back height adjustment
Polished aluminium base with 65mm castors
Headrest
Chrome cantilever visitors chair
Optional multifunctional adjustable arm with soft urethane pads

Noise reduction, see page 8 – Partitioning

mail@jsonline.co.uk
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hag
What makes HAG
chairs so unique?
Why movement?
Movement is essential to our health. It assists the
nourishment of the muscles all over our bodies,
necessary for both healthy work and play.
When we sit at work, concentrating on a task, we
may move our hands, ams and head, but often
simply “forget” about our legs. They remain
“parked” and static. This affects our whole body.
Ever noticed how tired you get after sitting for
long periods?
HAG chairs inspire you to move your feet. The
front edge of the seat tilts upwards when you lean
backwards, and down when you lean forwards.
This stimulates ankle movements, and in turn
activates essential venous pumping mechanisms
in your lower legs (“the peripheral heart”),
increasing blood circulation in your whole body.

16

How does it work?
HAG’s unique Balanced Movement
MechanismTM means you sit in balance, above the
natural pivot point of the chair (unlike most knee
tilt syncro mechanisms). This puts you back in
control, since balance is the best starting point for
movement!
The seat and back move in unison, allowing you to
tilt backwards and forwards with equal ease and
thus, the chair follows, not dictates, your
movements

HAG
Balans
HAG Balans is the sitting
solution taken to the next level.
Inspired by a holistic approach, it gives you
a naturally upright sitting position, letting your
body do the rest. At work, at home and any
other place where you want to achieve a unique
sense of balance.
In 2003 HAG Balans Vital was awarded “the
classic award for design excellence” by the
Norwegian Design Council.

For further information on Hag products call 020 8313 9977
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HAG CAPISCO
The saddle chair is inspired by the
horseman’s saddle and sitting posture. No
one sits as actively as a rider in the
saddle. When you work seated on a HAG
Capisco, you’ll be inspired to greater
freedom of movement, variation and new
natural sitting positions.

HAG H09
The state-of-the-art quality of a
HAG H09 starts with its individual
parts. Exclusive leather and worsted
wool provides a rich, soft surface.
The spine is the backbone of the
chair and gives it a sturdy, yet
sophisticated look.

HAG H05
The HAG H05 is simple to adjust,
making it very user-friendly. Several
functions can be easily adjusted by
using just one lever and one wheel.
H05 Communication, a visitor’s
chair that matches your own work
chair. This collection provides a
personal and active sitting solution
for all types of office environment.

HAG H03
HAG H03 is the ultimate multi-user
chair. This sitting solution represents
excellent value for money. Extremely
versatile and user-friendly, this chair
is exceptionally respectful of our
environment. It requires few
components and utilises a high
proportion of recycled plastic,
making it HAG’s most
environmentally-friendly solution.

Moving, we can help, go to page 4

mail@jsonline.co.uk
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office
chairman
Physio
Specially created to meet
the ever-increasing
demands made on chairs
by 24 hour use, the Physio
chair has a double benefit.
Its unique design and
multi-adjustable
mechanisms also make it
ideal for those who suffer
with back problems.

Alida

Poise
The ultra slim back on the
Poise is an inspired mix of
concave and convex
shapes to offer superb
support across the entire
back.The range features a
superbly engineered
synchronised mechanism,
providing genuine
multi-task capability.

18

The Alida range features
an extra-wide back with
superbly contoured
padding for complete
upper body support.
Back rake and tilt
options make Alida a
flexible and versatile
choice of operators’
seating.

For further information on Office Chairman products call 020 8313 9977
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All Office Chairman chairs are built to
the highest possible standards of
quality and craftsmanship. Office
Chairman are full members of the
Furniture Industry Research
Association, and all our products are
manufactured under ISO9001 Systems
for both the manufacture and design
of office seating.
Arc
Adaptable to many
different
configurations, the
unique design of the
arc range with its
angular lines offers a
modern, flexible
alternative which will
add style to any
reception area.

Venus
The venus family of
chairs bring
sophistication and flair
to the workplace. The
options of a chrome
trumpet base, or a
stylish four legged
design make venus an
inspired choice wherever
you decide to use it.

Casino
Ultra modern seating
with feature chrome
facings. Casino chairs
offer up to the minute
design and exceptional
comfort, together with
linking tables to offer
space saving flexibility.

Stella
A stylish, fully
upholstered meeting
chair, ideal for the
modern environment.
Stella is available with a
choice of frame finish to
complement your
surroundings.

Dorchester
A traditional design with modern touches
The Dorchester gives a sense of style to any open area.
Available as armchairs or two or three seat sofas

Grosvenor
Jazz
The Jazz beam system has a real sense
of urban style. Finished in silvered
perforated steel, Jazz adds a new
dimension to reception and waiting
area seating.

mail@jsonline.co.uk

Adds a touch of class to any environment.
A superbly designed range of single and twin
seater tub chairs
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suca

conference / visitor
AG700/701
Ideal for reception or
a meeting room.
Highly durable, beech
frame, stackable. With
or without arms.

conference / visitor
AG705/702

executive
AG110HA
fully upholstered

Style and comfort for
use as a conference,
visitor or occasional
chair. Available with
chrome or black
reception
frame. With or
AG706/707
without arms.
Tub Chair or tub
sofa option, closed
or open fronted.
Ideal for reception
or meeting room.
Highly durable.
Choice of colours
in either fabric or
leather.

executive
AG120FA
half upholstered

The senior executive range of seating is
designed with the ergonomic demands of
the individual in mind. These seats can be
subject to constant use and are built to
provide maximum durability. A wide choice
of design and fabric options ensure even
greater flexibility.

task seating
AG01FA
Mid back model.
For extra functionality all
models may be specified
with synchro mechanism
and independent seat tilt.
Also inflatable lumbar
support.

task seating
AG02HA
task seating
AG06FA
High level models
feature a choice of seat
height adjustment to
suit user environment.
All models incorporate a
chrome finished footring
adjustable for both
safety and comfort.
Choice of braked castors
or large glides.

High back with
fully contoured
seat with
moulded interior.
Options include:
without arms
fixed arms
adjustable arms

operator seating
AG340
Extra high back
operator chair with
large seat, back
height adjustment,
steel fabricated
mechanism
providing floating
or fixed back tilt.

20

For further information on Suca products call 020 8313 9977
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24-h
Heavy duty seat range for continuous use
Office swivel chairs, swivel armchairs, exchangeable upholstery

xantos
They say there are some
people who would rather
have two of these chairs.
One to sit on and the other
to look at.

Goal
There always has
to be a best.

Fascino
When the individuality
of a single table and
the versatility of a
table system are
combined, the design
possibilities become
almost limitless.

Silver
The future present.
And vice versa.

Sputnik
Expect the unexpected.
Features removable
upholstery or mesh
back

Mitos
If it would be a crime
to have fun at work,
this chair would simply
have to be banned.

For further information on Interstuhl products call 020 8313 9977
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frovi
T7005C
Dining table
in chrome with
moulded top
in Wenge

W50
Dining chair
in Wenge with slot
back and chrome frame
(stackable)

B30
Dining chair
in Beech with hole back
and chrome frame
(stackable)

T38
Dining chair
in Beech with slotted
back and chrome frame
(stackable)

SG16B
Barstool in chrome
with beech “butterfly”
seat

T7007C
Square dining
table in chrome
with moulded top
in Beech

T7505C
Poseur Table in chrome
with
Beech top

T34
Dining chair
in Beech with classic
butterfly back and
chrome frame
(stackable)

V20U
Dining chair
in Beech with chrome
frame (stackable)with
upholstered seat

All Breakout Furniture is available in
Wenge, Beech or Zebrano & Glass

C776
Durable
polypropylene
chair with
chrome feature

C776 Colour Palette

22

SG16B
Table in chrome with
moulded top
in beech

Black

Burgundy

Peach

Grey

Green

Orange

Yellow

Lime

Blue

For further information on Frovi products call 020 8313 9977
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C3002
Also available as a two seater

Stepped
base T7002
Stepped Dining table
with moulded top in
beech

C3001
Single seater tub chair with chrome
surround upholstered in soft black hide

T7002
Poseur table
in chrome with
moulded top in
Zebrano

Z65
Bar stool in Zebrano
with chrome frame
(stackable)

T7008
Rectangle
dining table
in chrome with
moulded top in
Zebrano

Z60
Dining chair in Zebrano
with chrome frame
(stackable)

T7005C
Dining table
with clear glass
top and chrome
frame (stackable)

DISCOVER FROVI: ENERGETIC. LIVELY. DESIGNED.
TASTEFUL. DURABLE. DISTINCTIVE. JOYFUL.
STRONG. FUNCTIONAL. RELAXED.
EXPRESSIVE. BOLD. INDIVIDUAL.
EXPERIENCED. VERSATILE.
QUICK. COMPLEMENTARY.
CONVENIENT. CONTEMPORARY
CLASSIC. UNIQUE.
AVAILABLE NOW

Leasing is an effective way to finance an office refurbishment, go to page 4

T7005C/L
Coffee table
with satin glass
top and chrome frame

mail@jsonline.co.uk 23
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sedus
Netwin
The design of “netwin”
invites you to feel
good. The double
membrane which spans
the slender backrest
lends this chair its own
unique character and,
at the same time, gives
a soft, springy feel.

Black dot
Sedus “black dot’ is a family of top-class
chairs comprising both swivel chairs and
comfortable visitor chairs.

Mr. 24
Sedus has been developed with the
toughest working conditions in
mind, namely round-the-clock use.
It knows “no fear”, taking weights
of up to 200kg in its stride.

Relations
Open up
Sitting, standing, lying on the job: Sedus open
up makes it possible. The “Similar” mechanism
provides a large reclining angle of up to 45˚,
and so comes very close to a lying position.

With its unique furnishing
concept, “relations” offers
an integral solution that
combines function, design
and ergonomics to create
a new emotional office
culture and the optimal
environment for efficient
knowledge work.

Turtle club
eccentric and inviting
hemispheres with spacious
sitting comfort

24

For further information on Sedus products call 020 8313 9977

High end
a table system for
communication at the
highest level
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Enigma,
High-tech,
with maximum
adjustability
Enigma has been
specified for wide
ranging projects and
environments and
continues to be
extremely popular.

senator:S21

Tsunami

Harley Axis

Flight

Aura

Multiplex

A striking, bold and
distinctive piece for
reception foyers, lobbies,
informal meeting areas and
break-out spaces. Tsunami
works in a modular way,
ensuring flexibility and
offering high levels of
comfort.

The Axis table system
has a unique patented
hinge design. This
allows the table frame
to fold within its own
length for ease of
reconfiguration, storage
and transportation.

Flight is a highly functional,
elegantly designed and well
engineered, flip top table. It
is particularly suitable for
mixed use and multipurpose
facilities and where training
and meeting furniture is
required, but space may be
at a premium.

This aluminium stacking
chair has an appealing
simplicity with flowing lines.
Available in a choice of
coloured plastics or fully
upholstered with or without
arms.

Multiplex Storage is a
uniquely designed
range offering interchangeable modular
options. The clean
aesthetics and visually
light feel are a perfect
complement to the
office.

Intrigue
Intrigue is an attractive, lightweight beam system
combining flexibility and utility. The system has been
developed using as few components as possible, all of
which are specific to the system, making Intrigue easy to
specify, build, use and upgrade.

Trillipse
Trillipse has the broadest of
appeal, the breadth of options
make this chair highly versatile.
Four leg with or without arms
and castors, cantilever with or
without arms, linking facility,
fully upholstered or unupholstered.

For further information on Senator products, call 020 8313 9977

Fairway
Fairway provides a
classically clean and
elegant solution to the
problem facing some of
today’s working
environment
requirements.

25
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sven ambus

wave desks

Ambus-3 is a very comprehensive, high quality
range of desking available in a wide range of
melamine and veneers, with panel end or metal
frame desk options and incorporating an
extensive range of storage and complimentary
dividing screens
Customer Contact desks

panel end
wire management
All desks are fitted with cable access ports as
standard. Panel end desks are optionally available
as ‘wire managed’, with vertical cable risers fitted
to the inside of the panels (not visible from the
outside of the desk).

Cantilever frames include integral wire management

wave desks

unhanded corner
workstations

compact corner desks

corner desks

compact corner
desks

26

For further information on Sven Ambus products call 020 8313 9977
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sven brevis
Brevis is contemporary, innovative,
flexible and exceptionally easy to
assemble and reconfigure.

Brevis overhead gantries free up deskspace

The desking components,
on Y-frames or C-frames,
have a visual lightness
which is complemented by
the simplicity of squareedged tops. Frames are
unhanded to minimise the
number of different
components, and both
fixed-height and
adjustable-height frames
are available.
The extensive choice of
worksurface shapes, in a
wide range of both MFC
and natural veneers,
provides both for
conventional layouts and
also for more innovative
configurations to suit new
working practices.

Brevis toolbars keep everything neat and tidy

Brevis 120º desks with mesh sail screening

For more information on Suspended Ceilings, see page 8

mail@jsonline.co.uk
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Worktop shapes and cable management that
cater effectively for modern technology.

manufacturers

sven fulcrum 38+

a comprehensive collection of
executive and managerial desking,
storage and conference tables.
Fulcrum 38+ encompasses high
quality executive desking offered in
a wide selection of natural wood
veneers, with either MDF or solid
hardwood profiles.

Worktop shapes and cable management that cater effectively for modern technology.

Cherry radius MDF edge
...forethought...consultation...judgement

28

For further information on Sven Fulcrum 38+ products call 020 8313 9977
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sven reception
Your reception says everything about
your business, let us help create your
image to the world
X range reception desks
are built using modular
components, they are made
using MFC so you can
make an impression within
a budget. DDA compliant.

Fulcrum 38+ professional reception counters

Fulcrum 38+

comprise rectangular, concave and convex shapes. Glass
counters on polished steel columns are standard. Front
panels can be inlaid with logos or fitted with acrylic
graphics panels

Encounter Receptions
offer custom built reception desks based on a standard series of components enabling
individually tailored units at competitive prices. Receptions can be specified in a wide range
of natural timbers like Maple, Oak and Beech through to warmer mid tones of Cherry to
the richness of American Walnut

For more information on Air Conditioned Environments, go to page 7

mail@jsonline.co.uk
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sven conference tables
11 leg options

5 top shape options

7 veneer options

Fulcrum 38+ conference tables
offer high quality traditional
craftsmanship for all applications.
A wide range of top shapes and
base styles are available.
Sophisticated concealed cable handling

Matching media wall and integrated
presentation facilities are available
to create the right message.
A bespoke service is available for
custom requirements.

Superb natural veneers are available
with with option inlays or detail lines

30

For further information on Sven Table products call 020 8313 9977
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sven modular tables
easy to move - space saving - fast to flip
Flip top tables can be easily pivoted through
90degrees. They can then be nested for easy
and space saving storage storage.
We offer two frame styles: an inverted ‘T’
shape and an inverted ‘Y’ shape. The Y
shape offers the added convenience that
a user at the end of a table can pull up
close to the surface and place their feet
under the frame.

T-frame on lockable castors

T-frame on glides

Y-frame on total-lock castors
Sectional tables in a variety of shapes and
sizes, on removable legs, fixed or mobile
frames, which may be used individually or
linked together to form larger configurations.
Versions with removable legs may be stored
and moved on a mobile trolley

For more information on Flooring, see page 9

mail@jsonline.co.uk
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sven juice
Juice is a bench desking
system that is truly
adaptable and
reconfigurable, with
comprehensive but simple
drop-in cable
management easily
accessible via sliding tops.
Juice tops are available in a wide range of
both MFC and veneer finishes with
complementary framework colours

Multi-functional dividing screens

Strength and simplicity
The frame structure is immensely
strong – yet quick and simple to
assemble or reconfigure. To
extend a bench you simply add a
central tower, support beams
and cable tray and move the end
frame to its new position. No
components are redundant.

Practical cable management
Cable are routed from floor level to
cable tray via ‘Power Towers’ with
pop-off side panels. The lay-in cable
tray has ample space for excess
cable and convenient mounting
points for sockets. The sliding tops
provide instant access.

32

For further information on Sven Juice products call 020 8313 9977
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Balancia “BX” range
is a stylish beam system with
"H" frame leg details . Shown
here in a contemporary
Marron finish. There are a
number of electric height
adjustable desks available for
specialist work environments

FFC

Balancia "Banco"
adds an ultra modern bench system to
the FFC portfolio here with colour
co-ordinated screens and mobile storage.

Balancia "I"
frame features the same
beam variation as BX both
with a subtle leg detail

Elements range
is a comprehensive furniture
range in both panel end and
cantilever end options.
Available in 7 MFC finishes

Formula
is FFC's entry level product
available in sturdy 4 leg or
cantilever variety. The range
still offers 25mm tops and
other features you would
expect from a top product.

For further information on FFC products, call 020 8313 9977
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Evolution combines durability and flexibility with striking aesthetics
without the spend. Choose round, tapered or height adjustable legs along
with square, highlight, cut-back or postformed edge profiles with maple,
light oak or light beech finishes. Or for the ultimate modern look, you can
select 12mm solid core laminate finishes with black edging. With
Evolution, office furniture has come of age

morris
evolution

The flexible nature of Evolution
allows you to design your office
with clusters of 120º workstations
which allows you to create large
petals and long chains

Orga storage
Orga is the eye-catching yet versatile slim-line
storage option from Morris, perfectly
complementing the rectangular desk. Available
at desk height, 1600mm high or conveniently as
a base pedestal.

Optional leg frames

Stylish 12mm core laminate top with height adjustable leg

34

For further information on Morris products call 020 8313 9977
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officeplan
S2 screens High and low level
Officeplan’s S2 screen system incorporates
a wide range of elements to create a more
effective and user-friendly working
environment. With a variety of heights and
designs available, S2 offers a tailor-made
solution for every workspace.
S2 high level is a simple solution for
cellular office construction. The range also
includes full glazed, wood grain or fabric.

Maximise workspace
Officeplan’s call centre range has
been designed to maximise space
and to allow people to work in
tailor-made areas.
Vented CPU cradles come
standard with one disc drawer,
optional security door is available.
All call centres are available in
MFC or fabric finishes.

contour screens
Flexible screen systems
The Contour screen system makes any shape
and fits anywhere.
Contour is the perfect product to create a
breakout area. Available in wave and
straight designs, the screens can be coiled to
be self supporting or straight supported by
optional feet.

Allure acrylic screens
Frosted translucent screens
Allure is an attractive green acrylic
desktop screen, which gives privacy
without loss of light.

Contemporary yet classic
Officeplan’s Finesse reception is a screenless solution
providing refinement for the modern business. The range
of styles and finishes offers almost limitless
combinations, but the area can be made truly unique
with a bespoke solution if required.

For further information on Officeplan products, call 020 8313 9977
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M3 not M2
Storagewall stores up to 2.5 times
as much filing per square metre of
floor space as traditional storage.

spacestor
Because working conditions are so
important, because efficiency is so
crucial, because paper is as prolific
as ever, because flexibility for the
future is so necessary...
Because space is valuable, the
benefits of Spacestor become
apparent.
Floor area (square m) 2m2
Storage (linear m) 28lm

Floor area (square m) 3.4m2
Storage (linear m) 20lm

Storage
Storage wall removes the limitations, frees up
the space and provides an efficient working
solution to the varied demands of today’s
workplace - look at the benefits!

which
appearance?
Spacestor’s finish options allow you to
use your imagination; choose pastel or bright
coloured laminates to enliven your environment.
Opt for our popular wood or plain melamine
finishes or go for the beauty of real wood veneer.

Dokenstor in Beech MFC
with 'closed garage’ parking for
Dockers

What fittings do you need
the inside story - 90% of information is still generated in hardcopy format so
effective storage and document management is essential. Spacestor fittings
do this and more effortlessly accommodating coffee points, coats, drawings
and even display areas.

36

For further information on Spacestor products call 020 8313 9977
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Don’t limit your
thinking when
you need coat
storage! Frosted
glass doors make
an attractive
feature of a
necessary
function.

Glazestor projects a clean minimalist image and makes an inspiring feature in the office.

For more information on Wall Storage, see page 6

mail@jsonline.co.uk
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Triumph have a unique and extensive colour range

triumph
Lm Combination Units
A flexible storage collection of drawers, flippers
and double door options contained within an
individual carcass

Lm Combination units at work
Lm High Density
Drawer Units

Mainline Pedestals
Clean looking pedestals to complement any
office desk
Flush fronted with side pulls or handle option.
Just choose the right width, depth and drawer
configurations for your applications

A unique Triumph
development
specifically designed
to maximise linear
storage capacities
for filing. Triumph
special High Density
drawer units allow
for six linear metres
of filing to be stored
in a five drawer
configuration.

Personal office mobile family
Whatever you want to do, the personal office
mobile from Triumph can bring all your belongings
together in one place, and keep them close.

Personal storage
All our personal storage can be
fitted with castors for mobility.
The entire range is designed to
ensure that people can retain their
personal space – even in the
largest of today’s offices

Metrix is designed to combine
four storage options into one
hard working system. Whatever
category of storage you need,
the Metrix range of sidefilers,
cupboards, tambours and
combination units work together
as one complete storage system

38

For further information on TBS products call 020 8313 9977
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moresecure

stormor
Simply and efficiently
The challenge was to incorporate
these changing demands into a
new shelving system without
compromising load capacity and
safety. Versatile, easy to install
shelving with minimum lost
storage space.

ProGlide Mobile
Shelving
ProGlide incorporates standard
Stormor shelving, including a
wide range of accessories
Available with electric or hand
wheel drive

Storage System

4 Drawer
Filing Cabinet

ProGlide
Mobile Shelving

Number of units required
for 100m of filing

48 cabinets

15 bays

Total space occupied

36 m2

10.5 m2

Just Shelving
Quickly and easily assembled,
this range of products offers
fast and economic solutions
to everyday storage and
production problems.
Available in a range of robust
colourful finishes

M Series Metric lockers
Any workplace - even those with only small
number of staff - is enhanced by the addition
of a well organised and properly equipped
locker room or changing area.
M Series delivers longer life and greater peace
of mind.

For further information on Moresecure products call 020 8313 9977
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JS Office Environments
53 Liddon Road Bromley Kent BR1 2SR T: 0208 313 9977 F: 0208 313 3464

